
What Do Pcd Cutting Tools Contribute To the Metalworking Industry? 

PCD cutting tools used in the industry of metal processing is not unusual. PCD cutting machines 

are extremely in demand because of their incredible hardness, durability, and versatility. 

This is because PCD cutting instruments are created out of PCD or Polycrystalline Diamond that 

is composed of synthetic diamond particles produced by high-temperature and high-pressure 

process. 

Its high toughness, wear resistance and thermal conductivity make it the most effective reliable, 

efficient, and durable cutting tool for metalworking. 

This is how precision metal cutting tools can benefit the metalworking industry with their 

numerous advantages. 

PCD Cutting Tools for Metalworking Industry 

Like the name implies, metalworking is the act of working with metals to create small parts, 

assemblies or massive structures. 

The most prevalent processes in the metalworking industry include boring, cutting and milling 

that require extreme accuracy at a faster speed. 

What are cutting tools in metal work? 

Drill Bits 

Reamers 

End Mills 

PCD Drill Bits 

The PCD drill bits are precision cutting tools for metal that allow high precision accuracy when 

making holes. Say goodbye to rough holes since metalworking drill bits can produce more 

precise edge holes than carbide and HSS (High-speed steel) tools. 

You'll be more productive since you can finish more tasks in less time and not worry about 

loosing accuracy or quality. 

There are several types of drill bits made from PCD such as twist drill bits, brad-point drill bit 

drill bit, self-feed drill bit, installer drill bit, and much more based on your project specifications. 

Recommended read PCD Drilling Tools in the Metalworking Industry 

PCD Reamers 

https://www.sundicuttingtools.com/products/pcd-drill-tools/


Reamers are metalworking tools which can be utilized to increase the size of an existing hole by 

a small amount. They smooth out edges and sides while taking out any burrs. 

Similar to drill bits, reamers possess high precision, making them able to produce much cleaner 

edges. 

The PCD reamer will minimize, or even eliminate, the need for secondary finishing procedures 

like deburring. This could result in lower production costs. 

Furthermore PCD reamers have the ability to provide consistent results over an extended period 

of time since you do not have to constantly change worn tools. 

Another tip to extend the lifespan of PCD reamers is you can enhance the sharp edges. 

PCD End Mills 

Brazed-tipped metal tools, such as PCD endmills are designed specifically for casting and 

composite aluminum applications. They can guarantee high production quality and a constant 

output. 

Furthermore, PCD insert resists abrasion wear, which significantly extends the life of tools on 

end mills. 

PCD end mills require high spindle speeds, rigid tooling and a strict tolerance to the best 

performance. 

Conclusion: 

There are many PCD drill bits and reamers on the market that can assist you in increasing 

productivity on your metal working projects. It is essential to choose the correct equipment for 

your task by analyzing the specifications. Regular sharpening can make your tools last longer 

and give consistent results. 


